
 

 

February 5, 2022 
 
BSE Limited 
Floor 25, P. J. Towers 
Dalal Street, Fort 
Mumbai - 400 001 
 

National Stock Exchange of India Limited 
Exchange Plaza 
Bandra Kurla Complex 
Bandra (E) 
Mumbai - 400 051 

 
Dear Sirs, 
 
Sub.:  Submission of copies of published Unaudited Consolidated Financial Results  
 
In continuation of our letter dated February 4, 2022, we enclose copies of the Unaudited 

Consolidated Financial Results for the quarter ended December 31, 2021 published on 

February 5, 2022 in MINT (English) and HINDUSTAN (Hindi). 

 
We request you to take the same on record. 
 
Thanking you, 
 
Yours faithfully, 
For Jubilant Pharmova Limited 
 
 
 
Rajiv Shah 
Company Secretary 
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FB ceding market share 
to Instagram, YouTube

Brands in India spending more on Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube: Experts

In its fourth-quarter results reported on Thusday, Facebook said it registered a drop of a 

million users in its daily active user base. AFP

Gulveen Aulakh
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J
io Platforms Ltd, the digi-
tal unit of Reliance Indus-
tries Ltd, has invested $15
million in Two Platforms

Inc., a Silicon Valley-based
deep tech startup founded by
Pranav Mistry, to acquire a
25% stake on a fully-diluted
basis.

Two Platforms is an artifi-
cial reality company with
focus on building interactive
and immersional artificial
intelligence (AI) experiences.

Its platform enables real-time
AI voice and video calls, digi-
tal humans, immersive spaces
and lifelike gam-
ing.

“ W e  a r e
impressed with
the strong expe-
rience and capa-
bilities of the
founding team at
TWO in the areas
of AI/ ML, AR,
metaverse and
Web 3.0. We look forward to
working together with TWO
to help expedite development
of new products in the areas of

interactive AI, immersive
gaming and metaverse,” said
Akash Ambani, Director of

Jio. 
Two Platforms

will partner with
Jio to fast-track
the adoption of
new technologies
and build dis-
ruptive technolo-
gies such as AI,
metaverse, and
mixed realities.

Mistry, chief executive of
Two Platforms said, “Jio is
foundational to India’s digital
transformation. We at TWO

are excited to partner with Jio
to push the boundaries of AI
and introduce applications of
Artificial Reality to consum-
ers and businesses at scale.” 

Two Platforms plans to
bring its interactive AI tech-
nologies first to consumer
applications. The move is
expected to be followed by
entertainment and gaming, as
well as enterprise solutions
including retail, services,
education, health and well-
ness. 

White & Case acted as legal
counsel for Jio for the transac-
tion.

RIL unit invests $15 million in Two Platforms

Two Platforms
will partner with
Jio to fast-track

adoption of new
technologies and
build disruptive

technologies

substantial feedback and views
from its stakeholders and
minority investors raising con-
cern on the proposed transac-
tion with DB Realty, including
with respect to the structure of
the deal, rationale for the
investment in D B Realty Lim-
ited and merits of investing
through the platform,” GPL
said in a regulatory filing on
Friday evening.

It added, “After prolonged
discussions and taking into
consideration the feedback
from the stakeholders and
minority investors, the board
has decided not to proceed
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P
ayments company Bhar-
atPe on Friday said its
board was yet to receive

any interim or final report of a
forensic audit after a Twitter
post with leaked snapshots of
the supposed report went viral
earlier in the day.

According to these snap-
shots, Alvarez and Marshal,
the risk advisory firm that was
hired by BharatPe last week,
had found irregularities with
recruitment and fake invoices
involving the company’s
embattled co-founder and

managing director Ashneer
Grover. 

Grover’s wife Madhuri Jain
Grover is also linked to both
fraudulent schemes, accord-
ing to the snapshots. 

Mint had first reported on
Thursday that the preliminary
investigation had highlighted
two instances of fraud at Bhar-
atPe, operated by Resilient
Innovations Pvt. Ltd. The
forensic report in the leaked
snapshots was dated 24 Janu-
ary and was submitted to the
board of BharatPe.

Last week, BharatPe named
Alvarez and Marshal to advise
its board. The announcement
had followed a report by Mon-

eycontrol that said Madhuri
Grover, too, went on leave, 10
days after Ashneer Grover
informed BharatPe’s board
that he would be taking a vol-
untary leave of absence till the
end of March.

Mint had also reported that
BharatPe’s board had decided
to terminate the services of
Ashneer Grover based on the
preliminary report, even as it
has commissioned a compre-
hensive report. Meanwhile, in
a media interaction with Mon-
eycontrol, Ashneer Grover
said that he demands ₹ 4,000
crore from investors to buy out
his stake if they want him to
exit the company. 

Yet to get audit report: BharatPe
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G
odrej Properties Ltd
(GPL) on Friday said it
has decided not to pro-

ceed with plans to invest
equity capital in DB Realty Ltd
and set up a joint redevelop-
ment platform, just one day
after it announced the two
proposals.

On Thursday, GPL said it
plans to invest ₹400 crore in
Mumbai-based real estate firm
DB Realty to acquire around
10% stake. The GPL board had
also granted its approval to a
plan to set up a special purpose
vehicle (SPV) as a joint venture
with DB Realty to undertake
slum rehabilitation and rede-
velopment projects in Mumbai
for the Maharashtra Housing
and Area Development
Authority (MHADA). 

GPL and DB Realty would
invest ₹300 crore each into
the equal partnership vehicle
focused on redevelopment
opportunities in the city,
which would take the former’s
total investment up to ₹700
crore.

“The company received

with any further evaluation of
potential investment in the
equity capital of the DB Realty
and the platform.”

GPL said it would continue
to explore the possibility of
evaluating projects with DB
Realty on a case-to-case basis.

Analysts and investors had
come down heavily on the
GPL senior management on a
post-earning analyst call on
Thursday, questioning the
rationale of making an entity-
level investment in DB Realty,
whose  promoters were
accused in the 2G telecom
spectrum scam. The company
since then has been inking
partnerships with other devel-
opers such as Bengaluru-
based Prestige Group to mon-
etize its large land bank.

“We are not enthused by the
proposed entity level invest-
ment in DB Realty by GPL and
believe that this exposes GPL’s
shareholders to entity level
risks in DBR and greenfield
slum rehab projects in Mum-
bai which are fraught with
risks. In our view, direct SPV
level investments by GPL after
assessing project level viability
is the ideal investment route,”
ICICI Securities Ltd said. 

Godrej Properties pulls out of 
₹700 cr deal with DB Realty

GPL said it plans to invest 

₹400 crore in DB Realty to 

acquire around 10% stake. MINT

the growth journey,” it said.
“At ABFRL, we want to build

the next set of iconic brands in
the digital space as we evolve
with our changing consumers,”
said Ashish Dikshit, managing
director, ABFRL. 

The D2C market in India is
expected to be $100 billion by
2025. The “house-of-brands”
model has garnered investor
interest as homegrown start-
ups eye consolidation of niche
online-first brands. 

Competition in the space is
heating up, with Thrasio-style
e-commerce ventures such as

10Club and GlobalBees raising
$40 million and $150 million,
respectively, in large early-
stage rounds among Indian
startups, Mint had reported
earlier. In November, Mensa
Brands, which buys stakes in
digital brands, raised $135 mil-
lion at a valuation of around
$1.2 billion.

ABFRL’s foray into this mar-
ket comes as the fashion com-
pany, which sells Louis Phil-
ippe, Van Heusen, Allen Solly,
and Peter England brands in
India, has been on an invest-
ment spree. Last month, it
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A
ditya Birla Fashion and
Retail Limited (ABFRL)
will set up an entity that

will incubate and acquire new-
age, digital brands across fash-
ion, beauty and other lifestyle
segments, in a manner akin to
building a house of direct-to-
consumer brands, the com-
pany said on Friday.

“The board of directors of
the company in their meeting
today provided an omnibus
approval to set up a subsidiary
towards building a portfolio of
distinct, new-age, digital
brands across categories in
fashion, beauty and other allied
lifestyle segments. The direct-
to-consumer or D2C portfolio
will be built through organic
and inorganic means,” the
company informed the
exchanges on Friday.

The new D2C venture will
initially be funded through
ABFRL’s internal accruals, it
said. “At an appropriate time,
the company will look to bring
in external capital to accelerate

acquired a 51% stake in House
of Masaba Lifestyle Private
Limited. This is besides its
investments in Sabyasachi and
Tarun Tahiliani. In 2019,
ABFRL acquired omni-chan-
nel ethnic wear retailer Jaypore
for ₹110 crore. It recently also
signed a long-term licensing
agreement to exclusively sell
Reebok products in India and
other ASEAN countries. 

ABFRL will leverage capabil-
ities around design, product
creation, sourcing, and brand
building in the offline space,
while creating a fashion and
lifestyle products-led portfolio
in the digital space as well, the it
said. The company will acceler-
ate the process of building the
D2C framework and identify-
ing key talent for this play by
tapping into the broader tech
ecosystem and will collaborate
effectively with its e-commerce
partners, technology service
providers, digital marketing
agencies to scale this business
rapidly, it said.

On Friday, the company
reported a 44% jump in
December quarter consoli-
dated revenue at ₹2,987 crore.

Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail to set 
up entity to acquire, scale D2C brands

ABFRL’s foray into this market comes as the fashion company has 

been on an investment spree. MINT
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T
he slide in Meta Inc.’s quarterly
revenue does not augur well for
its flagship product Facebook,
that has been losing its sheen
among digital and influencer

marketing firms over the last couple of
years. Digital marketing experts said
brands in India are already spending a lot
more money on Instagram (also owned by
Meta), Twitter, and YouTube, which are
thronged by millennials and influencers.

In its fourth-quarter results reported on
Thusday, Facebook said it registered a drop
of a million users in its daily active user
base. For one, Apple Inc.’s new operating
system empowers users to prevent apps
from tracking their activity across the
internet, a feature that Google and Face-
book use very effectively to improve the
efficacy of their targeted advertising. In

India, specifically,
Meta said user
growth had been
“limited” by a rise

in prices of prepaid data packages from tel-
ecom firms. Facebook did not respond to
an email seeking comment on the decline
among digital and influencer marketers.

Facebook will find it hard to recover lost
ground, said experts. “Face-
book has long lost its position
as the platform where users go
to discover new content, due
to a wide range of competitors
across the industry,” asserted
Shalvi Mangaonkar,
co-founder of The Mill, a digi-
tal marketing firm. According
to her, TikTok, when it was active in India,
was a “great place to discover new creators”
instead of discovering brands, while Twit-
ter is a “more intellectual platform” and has
higher trust when it comes to news and
information discovery.

Shudeep Majumdar, co-founder of
Zefmo, an influencer marketing firm,
agreed that while Meta will likely live on,

the Facebook platform has become redun-
dant. “When it comes to influencer market-
ing, the pecking order for us is Instagram,
YouTube, Twitter, and for B2B (business-
to-business) campaigns, LinkedIn. A dis-
tant fifth is Facebook,” he said.

Platforms like Instagram, which hosts

short videos, and even YouTube and Twit-
ter, have introduced new monetization
tools for creators over the past year. Twit-
ter, for instance, launched new ways last
year for users to subscribe to influencers’
tweets, and ‘tip’ them.

According to a September 2021 report by
GroupM’s content and influencer market-
ing unit INCA, the influencer marketing

industry would reach ₹900 crore by end-
2021 and ₹2,200 crore by 2025.

For Facebook, the time spent by users on
its platform has gone down drastically, and
nobody creates first on Facebook and then
publishes on Instagram, according to Man-
gaonkar. “This has been in the works for

the last couple of years,” said
Majumdar. The “stickiness” of
video content among millen-
nials is cited as a reason Face-
book is losing ground. Insta-
gram’s Reels and YouTube’s
Shorts are preferred, while
Indian short-video platforms
are also vying for attention.

In addition, brands find it easier to target
users by identifying the right influencer
rather than by paying platforms and
depending on their algorithms to reach
them, who then may or may not click on an
ad. Majumdar said identifying an influencer
on Facebook, too, is much more difficult
than on Instagram, Twitter, or YouTube.

prasid.b@livemint.com

LOSING GROUND

IN India, Meta said 
user growth had 
been ‘limited’ by a 
rise in prices of 
prepaid data packs

FB has long lost its 
position as the 
platform where users 
go to discover new 
content, said experts

THE influencer 
marketing industry 
would reach ₹2,200 
crore by 2025, said 
a report



¸FbSXFQF¶FFQX VFd³F½FFSX 05 RYSX½FSXe 2022r3 d¶FªF³FZÀFAFªF IYF dQ³F

A´Fi`»F °FIY ³FWXeÔ ¶FPÞXZ¦FF
¸FFdÀFIY dIYÀ°FûÔ IYF ¶FûÓF 
¸Fba¶FBÊ | EþZÔÀFe

¹FdQ AF´F³FZ »Fû³F »FZ S JF W ` °Fû A´Fi`»F
°FI  ÀF¸FF³F ̧ FFdÀFI  dI À°F (BÊE¸FAFBÊ)
¸FZÔ I ûBÊ ¶FQ»FFU W û³FZ I e C ¸¸FeQ ³FW eÔ W `Ü
QS AÀF»F, A¸FZdS I e ¶FiûI S Zþ Ia ´F³Fe
¶F`ÔI  AFGR  A¸FZdS I F dÀF¢¹FûdS M eþ ³FZ
A³Fb¸FF³F þ°FF¹FF W ` dI  ·FFS °Fe¹F dS þUÊ
¶F`ÔI  (AFS ¶FeAFBÊ) A¦F»FZ ÀF~FW 
¸FüdýiI  ÀF¸FeÃFF ̧ FZÔ QS ûÔ ̧ FZÔ I ûBÊ ¶FQ»FFU
³FW eÔ I S Z¦FF AüS  UÈdð IZÔ dýi°F °F±FF
´Fcaþe¦F°F ½¹F¹F ÀFa¨FFd»F°F S FþI û¿Fe¹F
dUÀ°FFS  I e dQVFF ¸FZÔ AF¦FZ ¶FPÞ Z¦FFÜ
W F»FFadI , ¶FiûI S Zþ R ¸FÊ ³FZ I W F W ` dI 
BÀFIZ  ¨F»F°FZ I e¸F°FûÔ ¸FZÔ ¶FPÞ û°FS e AüS 
¶FFQ ̧ FZÔ ¶¹FFþ QS ûÔ I F þûdJ¸F ́ F`QF W û
ÀFI °FF W `Ü

AFS ¶FeAFBÊ I e ¸FüdýiI  ³Fed°F
ÀFd¸Fd°F (E¸F´FeÀFe) I e ¶F`N I  ÀFû¸FUFS 
ÀFF°F R S US e ÀFZ VFbø  W û¦FeÜ BÀF ¶F`N I 
¸FZÔ ¶¹FFþ QS ûÔ ´FS  dU¨FFS  dU¸FVFÊ dI ¹FF
þFE¦FFÜ ¶Fb²FUFS  ³Fü R S US e I û
E¸F´FeÀFe IZ  ³Fed°F¦F°F I Q¸FûÔ I e §Fû¿F¯FF
I e þFE¦FeÜ Qbd³F¹FF IZ  »F¦F·F¦F ÀF·Fe
´Fi¸FbJ IZÔ ýie¹F ¶F`ÔI  ̧ FbýiFÀR ed°F ́ FS  I F¶Fc
´FF³FZ IZ  d»FE QS ûÔ ̧ FZÔ ¶FPÞ û°FS e I S ³FZ I e
°F`¹FFS e I S  S W Z W `ÔÜ ·FFS °F ̧ FZÔ ·Fe ̧ FW a¦FFBÊ

QS  C ©F À°FS  ´FS  ¶F³Fe W bBÊ W `Ü EmÀFZ ¸FZÔ
E¸F´FeÀFe ́ FS  ·Fe ¶¹FFþ QS ûÔ ̧ FZÔ ¶FPÞ û°FS e
I F Q¶FFU S W Z¦FFÜ ¶F`ÔI  AFGR  A¸FZdS I F
dÀF¢¹FûdS M eþ ³FZ I W F W ` dI  A¸FZdS I e
RZ O S »F dS þUÊ õFS F QS ûÔ ̧ FZÔ ¶FPÞ û°FS e I e
C ¸¸FeQ IZ  ¶FFUþcQ, AFS ¶FeAFBÊ ²FeS Z-
²FeS Z ̧ FüdýiI  ³Fed°F I û ÀFF¸FF³¹F À°FS  ́ FS 
»FF³FZ I F S FÀ°FF A´F³FFE¦FFÜ W F»FFadI ,
d¶FidM VF ¶FiûI S Zþ R ¸FÊ ¶FFIÊ »FZþ I F
I W ³FF W ` dI  AFS ¶FeAFBÊ S Z´Fû QS  ̧ FZÔ 20
ÀFZ 25 AF²FFS  AaI ûÔ I e ¶FPÞ û°FS e I S 
ÀFI °FF W `Ü

¸̧FFBBÊÊ  22002200  ÀÀFFZZ  SS  ZZ´́FFûû  QQSS              ̧¸FFZZÔÔ  ¶¶FFQQ»»FFFFUU
³³FFWW  eeÔÔ:: ·FFS °Fe¹F dS ªF½FÊ ¶F`̀ÔI  AFGR  Ba dO ¹FF

(AFS ¶FeAFBÊ) ³FZ ̧ FBÊ 2020 ̧ FZÔ S Ź Fû QS 
I û §FM FI S  4 R eÀFQe I S  dQ¹FF ±FFÜ ¹FW 
BÀFI F ÀF¶FÀFZ d³F¨F»FF À°FS  W `Ü °F¶F ÀFZ
»FZI S  A¶F °FI  S Ź Fû QS  ̧ FZÔ I ûBÊ ¶FQ»FFU
³FW eÔ AF¹FF W `Ü BÀFÀFZ ´FW »FZ R S US e
2020 ̧ FZÔ AFS ¶FeAFBÊ ³FZ S Z´Fû QS  ̧ FZÔ 5
AF²FFS  AaI ûÔ I e ¶FPÞ û°FS e I e ±FeÜ °F¶F
S Z´Fû QS  5.20 R eÀFQe W û ¦FBÊ ±FeÜ S Z´Fû
QS  I û ̧ FF¨FÊ 2020 ̧ FZÔ §FM FI S  4.40
R eÀFQe AüS  ̧ FBÊ ̧ FZÔ §FM FI S  4 R eÀFQe
dI ¹FF ¦F¹FF ±FFÜ AFS ¶FeAFBÊ I e dS UÀFÊ
S Z´Fû QS  3.50 R eÀFQe ́ FS  W `Ü S Z´Fû QS  ̧ FZÔ
¶FPÞ û°FS e ÀFZ ¦FiFW I ûÔ I e BÊE¸FAFBÊ ̧ FZÔ ·Fe
¶FPÞ û°FS e W û°Fe W `Ü

A¸FZdSXIYe ¶FiûIYSXZþ ³FZ IYWXF-¶¹FFþ QSXûÔ ̧ FZÔ ¶FPÞXû°FSXe ³FWXeÔ IYSXZ¦FF ·FFSX°Fe¹F dSXþUÊ ¶F`ÔIY

2010 ̧ FZÔ ·FFSX°Fe¹F d³FVFF³FZ¶FFþ Ad·F³FU Î¶FýiF ³FZ ³FeQSX»F`ÔOX
BaMXSX³FZVF³F»F VFcÎMX¦F ̈ F`Ôd´F¹F³FdVF´F ̧ FZÔ ÀU¯FÊ ́ FQIY þe°FFÜ

³FBÊ dQ»»Fe | dWX³QbÀ°FF³F ¶¹FcSXû

ªFbI S ¶F¦FÊ IZ  VFZ¹FS ûÔ ̧ FZÔ ¶FÈW À´Fd°FUFS 
I û 26 R eÀFQe I e Emd°FW FdÀFI 
d¦FS FUM  I e ¶FQü»F°F ·FFS °Fe¹F
I FS û¶FFS e ¦Fü°F¸F AO F³Fe Qbd³F¹FF IZ 
VFe¿FÊ-10 A¸FeS ûÔ ̧ FZÔ VFFd¸F»F W û ¦FE
W `Ü AO F³Fe ³FZ Ib »F ÀFa´FdØF IZ  ̧ FF¸F»FZ
¸FZÔ dS »FF¹FaÀF ̈ FZ¹FS ¸F`³F ̧ FbIZ VF Aa¶FF³Fe
I û ·Fe ́ FL FOÞ  dQ¹FF W `Ü

R û¶ÀFÊ dS ¹F»F M FB¸F AS ¶F´Fd°F¹FûÔ
I e d»FÀM  IZ  A³FbÀFFS , ¦Fü°F¸F AO F³Fe
90.8 AS ¶F O FG»FS  I S e¶F 6.78
»FFJ I S ûOÞ  ÷ ´FE I e Ib »F ÀFa´FdØF IZ 
ÀFF±F 10UZÔ À±FF³F ́ FS  ́ FW ba¨F ¦FE W `ÔÜ

A¶F AO F³Fe EdVF¹FF IZ  ÀF¶FÀFZ A¸FeS 
½¹Fd¢°F ·Fe ¶F³F ¦FE W `ÔÜ UW eÔ, ̧ FbIZ VF
Aa¶FF³Fe 89.3 AS ¶F O FG»FS  I S e¶F
6.66 »FFJ I S ûOÞ  ÷ ´FE IZ  ÀFF±F
11UZÔ À±FF³F ́ FS  I Fd¶Fþ W `ÔÜ VFZ¹FS ûÔ ̧ FZÔ
d¦FS FUM  ÀFZ
þbI S ¶F¦FÊ I e
Ib »F ÀFa´FdØF ̧ FZÔ
29.7 AS ¶F
O FG»FS  I S e¶F
2.21 »FFJ
I S ûOÞ  ÷ ´FE I e
d¦FS FUM  AFBÊ W `
AüS  UZ R û¶ÀFÊ I e
VFe¿FÊ-10 I e
d»FÀM  ÀFZ ¶FFW S  12UZÔ
À±FF³F ́ FS  ́ FW ba¨F
¦FE W `ÔÜ

CX´F»Fd¶²F

A³Fb¸FF³F

Aa¶FF³Fe IYû ́ FLXFOÞXIYSX Qbd³F¹FF IZY VFe¿FÊ-10 A¸FeSXûÔ ̧ FZÔ ́ FWXbä FZ AOXF³Fe 

¹FW  ´FW »FF ¸FüI F ³FW eÔ W ` þ¶F ¦Fü°F¸F AO F³Fe ³FZ Ib »F ÀFa´FdØF IZ  ¸FF¸F»FZ ¸FZÔ ¸FbIZ VF
Aa¶FF³Fe I û ´FL FOÞ F W `Ü I S e¶F 10 dQ³F ´FW »FZ 25 þ³FUS e I û ´FW »Fe ¶FFS  AO F³Fe ³FZ

¸FbIZ VF Aa¶FF³Fe I û ´FL FOÞ F ±FFÜ W F»FFadI , °F¶F UZ I S e¶F ´FFa¨F d¸F³FM 
IZ  d»FE W e ¸FbIZ VF Aa¶FF³Fe ÀFZ AF¦FZ S W Z ±FZÜ ¸FbIZ VF Aa¶FF³Fe 16

A¢M c¶FS  2021 ÀFZ VFe¿FÊ-10 A¸FeS ûÔ I e d»FÀM  ÀFZ ¶FFW S 
¨F»F S W Z W ỒÜ AO F³Fe I e A´F³Fe Ia ´Fd³F¹FûÔ ¸FZÔ ª¹FFQF
dW ÀÀFZQFS e W `Ü UW eÔ Aa¶FF³Fe I e A´F³Fe Ia ´F³Fe ¸FZÔ I S e¶F 51
R eÀFQe dW ÀÀFZQFS e W `Ü ¶FFþFS  ¸FZÔ AO F³Fe I e 6 Ia ´Fd³F¹FFa

d»FÀM ZO  W `Ô, þ¶FdI  ¸FbIZ VF I e IZ U»F EI  Ia ´F³Fe d»FÀM ZO  W `Ü 

þ³FUSXe ̧ FZÔ ·Fe Aa¶FF³Fe ÀFZ AF¦FZ d³FIY»FZ ±FZ AOXF³Fe
dS »FF¹FaÀF AüS  AO F³Fe ¸FZÔ ¦Fie³F D þFÊ
I û »FZI S  þa¦F ¨F»F S W e W `Ü AO F³Fe
³FZ Qû ÀFF»F ´FW »FZ ¦Fie³F D þFÊ ÃFZÂF ¸FZÔ
I Q¸F S JF ±FFÜ ÀF¸FcW  I F »FÃ¹F
2025 °FI  25 ¦Fe¦FFUFM  ¦Fie³F E³FþeÊ
´F`QF I S ³FZ I F »FÃ¹F °F¹F dI ¹FF W `Ü
2021 ¸FZÔ dS »FF¹FaÀF ³FZ ·Fe ¦Fie³F D þFÊ
ÃFZÂF ¸FZÔ I Q¸F S JF W `Ü BÀFIZ  d»FE
¸FbIZ VF Aa¶FF³Fe ³FZ °FF¶FOÞ °FûOÞ  °FS eIZ  ÀFZ
ÀFû»FS , ¶F`M S e AüS  W FBÊOÑ ûþ³F ÃFZÂF ¸FZÔ
I ¸FF I S ³FZ UF»Fe Qbd³F¹FF·FS  I e
Ia ´Fd³F¹FûÔ ¸FZÔ dW ÀÀFZQFS e JS eQe W `Ü 

¦Fie³F E³FþeÊ ÀFZ¢MXSX ̧ FZÔ
¨F»F SXWXe þa¦F

RYeÀFQe IYe d¦FSXF½FMX AFBÊ
ªFbIYSX¶F¦FÊ IZY VFZ¹FSXûÔ ̧ FZÔ
¦Fb÷Y½FFSX IYû

26

dUVFZ¿FÄFûÔ IYû ·Fe ¶FPÞXû°FSXe IYe CX¸¸FeQ ³FWXeÔ
C ²FS , QZVF IZ  dQ¦¦Fþ dUVFZ¿FÄFûÔ I û ·Fe ÀFF°F

R S US e ÀFZ VFbø  W û³FZ þF S W e E¸F´FeÀFe ¶F`N I 
¸FZÔ S Z´Fû QS  ¸FZÔ ¶FPÞ û°FS e I e C ¸¸FeQ ³FW eÔ W `Ü
E¨FO eER ÀFe ¶FỒI  IZ  ¸Fb£¹F A±FÊVFFåe
A·FeI  ¶F÷ AF ³FZ d´FL »FZ ¸FW e³FZ C ¸¸FeQ
þ°FFBÊ ±Fe dI  dR »FW F»F AFS ¶FeAFBÊ ¸FüdýiI 
³Fed°F I û ÀFF¸FF³¹F À°FS  ´FS  »FF³FZ IZ  d»FE

I ûBÊ I Q¸F C N F³FZ ³FW eÔ þF S W F W `Ü I ¸F ÀFZ
I ¸F R S US e I e E¸F´FeÀFe ¶F`N I  ¸FZÔ BÀFI e

C ¸¸FeQ ³FW eÔ W `Ü UW eÔ ¹Fc¶FeEÀF dÀF¢¹FûdS M eþ I e
¸Fb£¹F A±FÊVFFåe °F³Ue ¦Fb~F þ`³F ³FZ I W F ±FF dI  AFS ¶FeAFBÊ-QZJû AüS  Ba°FþFS 
I S û I e ³Fed°F A´F³FF ÀFI °FF W `Ü ¹FdQ I ûS û³FF IZ  Aû¸FeIi û³F ÀUø ´F I F þûdJ¸F
¶F³FF S W °FF W ` °Fû S Z´Fû QS  ¸FZÔ ¶FPÞ û°FS e I e C ¸¸FeQ I ¸F W `Ü 

6.78
»FFJ I S ûOÞ  ÷ ´FE I e
ÀFa´FdØF IZ  ÀFF±F AO F³Fe

10UZÔ À±FF³F ´FS 

³FBÊ dQ»»Fe | EþZÔÀFe

ÀFS I FS  I e A¦F»FZ U¿FÊ A´Fi`»F ̧ FFW  ÀFZ
ÀU¨FFd»F°F ´FS eÃF¯F ÀM ZVF³F IZ  þdS E
UFW ³FûÔ I e dR M ³FZÀF þFä F I û ̈ FS ¯F¶Fð
°FS eIZ  ÀFZ Ad³FUF¹FÊ ¶F³FF³FZ I e ¹Fûþ³FF
W `Ü ÀFOÞ I  ´FdS UW ³F EUa S Fþ¸FF¦FÊ
¸FaÂFF»F¹F ³FZ VFbIi UFS  I û I W F dI 
ÀU¨FFd»F°F ´FS eÃF¯F ÀM ZVF³F IZ  þdS E
UFW ³FûÔ I e Ad³FUF¹FÊ dR M Z³FÀF þFä F I û
»FZI S  þ³F°FF I e S F¹F þF³F³FZ IZ  d»FE
¸FÀFüQF Ad²FÀFc¨F³FF þFS e I e ¦FBÊ W `Ü

EM eEÀF ̧ FZÔ dR M ³FZÀF ́ FS eÃF¯F IZ  d»FE
AFUV¹FI  dUd·F³³F þFa¨F ¸F`IZ d³FI »F
C ´FI S ¯F I e ̧ FQQ ÀFZ ÀU¨FFd»F°F °FS eIZ 
ÀFZ W û þF°Fe W `Ü ̧ FÀFüQF Ad²FÀFc¨F³FF IZ 
¸Fb°FFd¶FI  BÀFZ ̈ FS ¯F¶Fð °FS eIZ  ÀFZ »FF¦Fc
dI ¹FF þFE¦FFÜ ·FFS e ̧ FF»FUFW I  UFW ³FûÔ
AüS  ·FFS e ¹FFÂFe ̧ FûM S  UFW ³FûÔ IZ  d»FE
EM eEÀF ÀFZ dR M ³FZÀF þFa¨F EI  A´Fi`»F
2023 ÀFZ Ad³FUF¹FÊ W û¦FeÜ ¸F²¹F¸F
¸FF»FUFW I  UFW ³F AüS  ¹FFÂFe UFW ³FûÔ
°F±FF W »IZ  ̧ FûM S  UFW ³F  IZ  d»FE EI 
þc³F 2024 ÀFZ Ad³FUF¹FÊ W û¦FeÜ

dRYMX³FZÀF þFa¨F Ad³FUF¹FÊ
¶F³FF³FF ̈ FFWX°FF WX` IZÔYýi

¸Fba¶FBÊ | EþZÔÀFe
VFZ¹FS  ¶FFþFS ûÔ ¸FZÔ »F¦FF°FFS  QcÀFS Z dQ³F
d¦FS FUM  S W eÜ d¸F»FZþb»FZ U`dVUI 
÷ ÓFF³FûÔ IZ  ¶Fe¨F ¶F`ÔÎI ¦F AüS  D þFÊ
VFZ¹FS ûÔ ¸FZÔ ³FbI ÀFF³F IZ  ¨F»F°FZ ´Fi¸FbJ
VFZ¹FS  ÀFc¨FI FaI  ¶FeEÀFBÊ ÀFZÔÀFZ¢ÀF
VFbIi UFS  I û 140 AaI  d¦FS I S  ¶FaQ

W bAFÜ 30 VFZ¹FS ûÔ UF»FF ¶FeEÀFBÊ
ÀFc¨FI FaI  143.20 AaI  ¹FF 0.24
´Fid°FVF°F I e d¦FS FUM  IZ  ÀFF±F
58,644.82 ́ FS  ¶FaQ W bAFÜ E³FEÀFBÊ
d³FµM e 43.90 AaI  ¹FF 0.25
´Fid°FVF°F M cM I S 17,516.30 ́ FS  ¶FaQ
W bAFÜ 

ÀFZÔÀFZ¢ÀF QcÀFSXZ dQ³F 143 AaIY
AüSX MXcMXF, d³FµMXe ·Fe d¦FSXF 
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MXZÀ»FF IYû ÓFMXIYF, IYSX LXcMX IYe ̧ FFa¦F JFdSXþ
³FBÊX dQ»»Fe | EªFZÔÀFe

A¸FZdS I F I e dQ¦¦Fþ B»FZd¢MÑ I  UFW ³F
d³F¸FFÊ°FF Ia ´F³Fe M ZÀ»FF BaI  I e ·FFS °F ̧ FZÔ
´FiUZVF I e I ûdVFVFûÔ I û EI  ¶FFS  dR S 
ÓFM I F »F¦FF W `Ü
ÀFS I FS  ³FZ M ZÀ»FF I e I FS ûÔ ´FS  »F¦F³FZ

UF»FZ AF¹FF°F I S  ¸FZÔ L cM  I e ¸FFa¦F I û
JFdS þ I S  dQ¹FF ±FFÜ M ZÀ»FF IZ  ̧ Fb£¹F
I F¹FÊI FS e Ad²FI FS e (ÀFeBÊAû) E»F³F
¸FÀI  »Fa¶FZ ÀF¸F¹F ÀFZ ·FFS °F ̧ FZÔ AF¹FFd°F°F
B»FZd¢MÑ I  I FS ZÔ ¶FZ¨F³FF ̈ FFW °FZ W `ÔÜ BÀFIZ 
d»FE UZ ÀFS I FS  ÀFZ AF¹FF°F ´FS  »F¦F³FZ
UF»FZ I S  ¸FZÔ L cM  I e ¸FFa¦F I S  S W Z W `ÔÜ

ÀFS I FS  ³FZ ̧ FÀI  I e ̧ FFa¦F I û N bI S F°FZ
W bE I W F W ` dI  BÀFIZ  d»FE ´FW »FZ ÀFZ
´FFGd»FÀFe ¸FüþcQ W `Ü ´FFGd»FÀFe IZ 
¸Fb°FFd¶FI , AFadVFI  d³Fd¸FÊ°F UFW ³F IZ 
AF¹FF°F I S ³FZ AüS  ·FFS °F ̧ FZÔ AÀFZ¶FÎ»F¦F
I S ³FZ ´FS  AFGM û Ia ´Fd³F¹FûÔ I û I ¸F
AF¹FF°F VFb»I  QZ³FF W û°FF W `Ü 

¶FþMX A³Fb¸FF³F ½FÈdð
IYû ÀF¸F±FÊ³F QZ¦FFX
³FBÊ dQ»»Fe | EþZÔÀFe

¸FcO eþ B³UZÀM ÀFÊ
ÀFdUÊÀF ³FZ VFbIi UFS  I û
I W F dI  ·FFS °F IZ 
¶FþM  A³Fb¸FF³F I û
ÀFFU²FF³Fe´FcUÊI  S JF
¦F¹FF, BÀFÀFZ ÀFS I FS  IZ 
d»FE ½¹FF´FI  AFd±FÊI 
¸Fû¨FZÊ ́ FS  ̧ FüþcQF W F»FF°F
AüS  ̧ FW F¸FFS e ÀFZ C °´F³³F
þûdJ¸FûÔ ÀFZ A¦F»FZ U¿FÊ
d³F´FM ³FZ IZ  d»FE
¦FbaþFBVF W `Ü 

ÀFS I FS  I F
A³Fb¸FF³F W ` dI  ¸FF¨FÊ
2022 ̧ FZÔ J°¸F W û³FZ þF
S W Z ¨FF»Fc dUØF U¿FÊ ¸FZÔ
UFÀ°FdUI  þeO e´Fe
UÈdð 9.2 R eÀFQe
W û¦FeÜ ¹FW  A³Fb¸FF³F
dÀF°Fa¶FS  °FI , dUØF U¿FÊ
I e ´FW »Fe L ¸FFW e ¸FZÔ

13.6 R eÀFQe UÈdð IZ 
AF²FFS  ´FS  þ°FF¹FF
¦F¹FFÜ  ̧ FcO eþ ³FZ dS ´FûM Ê
¸FZÔ I W F dI  2022-
23 IZ  ¶FþM  ¸FZÔ
´Fcaþe¦F°F ½¹F¹F ́ FS  ²¹FF³F
dQ¹FF ¦F¹FF þû d³FI M 
·FdU¿¹F ¸FZÔ UÈdð I û
ÀF¸F±FÊ³F QZ¦FFÜ¶FþM  ¸FZÔ
IZÔ ýi I F S FþI û¿Fe¹F
§FFM F A¦F»FZ dUØF U¿FÊ ̧ FZÔ
6.4 ´Fid°FVF°F S W ³FZ I F
A³Fb¸FF³F W `Ü 

þ¶FdI  ¨FF»Fc dUØF
U¿FÊ ̧ FZÔ 6.9 ́ Fid°FVF°F I F
A³Fb¸FF³F W `Ü þ¶F
¸FW F¸FFS e ÀFZ ´Fi·FFdU°F
A±FÊ½¹FUÀ±FF ́ FM S e ́ FS 
»FüM  S W e W `, d³FI M 
·FdU¿¹F ¸FZÔ UÈdð I e
S µ°FFS  IZ  d»FE ́ Fcaþe¦F°F
½¹F¹F ¶FPÞ F³FZ ´FS  þûS 
dQ¹FF ¦F¹FF W `Ü

dQ»»Fe ªF»F ¶FûOÊX
IYF¹FFÊ»F¹F Ad°FdSX¢°F ¸Fb£¹F Ad·F¹Fa°FF (E¸F)-7/BÊXBÊX(MXe) 
E¨F-¶»FFGIY CXôû¦F ³F¦FSX, ´FeSXF¦FPÞXe ¨FüIY,X ³FBÊX dQ»»Fe- 110041

d³F.AF.ÀFc. ÀFa. 89/BÊXBÊX(MXe)/EÀFeBÊX(E¸F)7/(2021-22)
´FiZÀF d³Fd½FQF ÀFc¨F³FF

IiY. IYF¹FÊ IYF ³FF¸F d³Fd½FQF BÊXE¸FOXe d³Fd½FQFX ´FiF´F¯F WX»F ¸FZÔ BÊX-´FiF´F¯F WX»F IZY
ÀFa. SXFdVF VFb»IY d³Fd½FQF d³F¦FÊ¸F³F IYe ¸FF²¹F¸F ÀFZ d³Fd½FQF

(÷Y.) d°Fd±F/AFBÊX.OXe. ÀFa. ´FiF´°F IYSX³FZ IYe 
Aad°F¸F d°Fd±F/ÀF¸F¹F

1. EBÊXBÊX (E¸F)-11 IZY A²Fe³F ³FFa¦F»FûBÊX ªFFMX EÀFe- 11 ¸FZÔ YX 1,74,92,507/- 3,50,000/- 1000/-Y 03.02.2022 21.02.2022 
SXûWX°FIY SXûOX (¶Fd³FË¦F §FFMX) ÀFZ øYd¨F d½FWXFSX °FIY ÀF´»Fe¸FZÔMÑXeX 2022_DJB_ A´F. 3.00 ¶FªFZ
OÑZX³F ¸FZÔ ÀFe½FZªF IZY ¶FWXF½F IYû SXûIY³FZ WZX°Fb 710E¸FE¸F OXF¹FF 215911_1
E¨FOXe´FeBÊX ´FFBÊX´F IYF ´Fe/E»F õXFSXF AFBÊXEÀF´Fe dÀFÀMX¸F ¸FZÔ 
IY³FZ¢VF³F IYSX³FFÜ 

BXÀF ÀFa¶Fa²F ¸FZÔ A³¹F d½F½FSX¯F https://govtprocurement.delhi.gov.in) ´FS QZ£FX ÀFIY°FZ W`ÔXÜ
ªF.ÀFa.Ad²F. (ªF»F) õXFSXF ªFFSXe WX0/- (ÀF°FeVF IbY¸FFSX ¦Fb´°FF)
d½FÄFF.ÀFa. ªF.ÀFa.d½F. 1087/2021-22 Ad²FVFFÀFe Ad·F¹F³°FF (MXe)

kkIYûSXû³FF SXûIZÔY; ¸FFÀIY ´FWX³FZÔ, Qû ¦FªF IYe QcSXe IYF
´FF»F³F IYSXmXÔX, WXF±FûÔ IYû À½F¨LX SX£ûÔll
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